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Abstract: In today’s era, cloud computing becomes the hottest topic due to its ability to reduce the cost associated with computing. Cloud
computing provides the on-demand services like storage, servers, resources etc. to the users without physically acquiring them and the payment
is according to pay per use. Since cloud provides the storage, reduces the managing cost and time for an organization to the user but security and
confidentiality become one of the biggest obstacles in front of us. The major problem with cloud environment is the number of the user is
uploading their data on cloud storage so sometimes due to lack of security, there may be chances of loss of confidentiality. To overcome these
obstacles a third party is required to prevent data, data encryption, and integrity and control unauthorized access to data storage to the cloud.
Cloud portability becomes critical in the situation of loss of confidentiality. To optimize better results we will review some paper and find the
better results to remove the security barriers.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of hardware and software cloud
computing brings the revolution in the business industry[1].
It provides resources like computational power, storage,
computation platform ad applications to user on demand
through internet. Some of the cloud providers are Amazon,
IBM, Google, Sales-force, Microsoft etc.Cloud computing
features includedresource sharing, multi-tenancy, remote
data storage etc. but it challenges the security system to
secure, protect and process the data which is the property of
the individual, enterprises and governments. Even though,
there is no requirement of knowledge or expertise to control
the infrastructure of clouds; it is abstract to the user. It is a
service of an Internet with high scalability, quality of
service, higher throughput and high computing power[2].
Cloud computing providers deploy common online business
applications which are accessed from servers through web
browser. Data security is the biggest issue in cloud
computing and it is not easy to resolve it. In our review
paper we will review the different ways to manage the
confidentiality of the data[3].
2.

3.

OVERVIEW: SECURITY ISSUES IN CLOUD
COMPUTING
In cloud environment usual data transmission occurs
between client and server using the third party. So the
confidentiality of your data becomes the primary problem.
Security issues for a significant number of these
frameworks and innovations are pertinent to distributed
computing[5]. For instance, the system that interconnects
the frameworks in a cloud must be secure and mapping the
virtual machines to the physical machines must be
completed safely. Information security includes encoding
the information and additionally guaranteeing that suitable
strategies are implemented for information sharing[6].
Cloud security isn't to be mistaken for "cloud-based"
security benefit over the conventional danger. This security
administration can be upgraded with the distributed
computing, ensuring against DDOS, Trojan, Virus, and
Spam and so on more viable than any other time in recent
memory[7].

OBJECTIVES

The main objectives of this research are given below:
• To comprehend the security issues and to recognize
the suitable security systems those are being
utilized as a part of the present universe of Cloud
Computing.
• To recognize the security challenges those are
normal later on of Cloud Computing[4].
• To propose some counter measures for the future
difficulties to be looked in Cloud Computing.
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Figure 1: Data storage structure of Cloud Computing
However, the qualities of distributed storage make clients'
information looked at numerous security dangers,
incorporates: (1) the conventional security district parcel is
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invalid. On account of the distributed storage benefit must
be adaptable, security limits and assurance hardware can't be
unmistakably characterized, which builds some trouble for
the usage of particular assurance measures; [8](2) the
distributed storage transmits information through the
system. The benefit interferences, information devastation,
data stolen furthermore, altered caused by the noxious
assaults in the organize represent a serious test to the
security of information correspondences, get to confirmation
and classification; [9](3) from the client's view, the
distributed storage of information makes distributed
computing specialist co-op gets the information get to
control, and the client's information is looked with
protection security dangers. Individuals stress over that the
touchy individual information will be exposure, abuse or
missing by putting the information in cloud condition[10].
To tackle the above issues, as of late, scientists made a
parcel of research work in the information security to
control systems, information respectability, confirmation,
ciphertext to recover and information encryption system of
cloud figuring condition[11].
There are lots of security issues with cloud computing
because of technologies utilization including networks,
operating systems, databases, resource scheduling,
virtualization, load balancing, transaction management,
memory management and concurrency control.For example,
the network should be secure on a cloud so that mapping the
virtual machines to the physical machines has to be carried
out securely[12]. Data security not only involves encrypting
the data but also gives surety of appropriate policies.Cloud
computing suffers from some various security concerns
which are given below.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
4.

Access to Servers & Applications
Data Transmission
Virtual Machine Security
Network Security
Data Security
Data Privacy
Data Integrity
Data Location
Data Availability
Data Segregation
Security Policy and Compliance
Patch management
CLOUD SECURITY CHALLENGES

Some of the cloud security challenges that come in front of
users are given below:
1.

2.

3.

Authentication: The data on the internet is available
to all the unauthorized users. Therefore the
confidentiality of the data can be lost.
Access Control: To give access to only legalized
users some control policies are used.Theseservices
must be adjustable, well planned, and their
allocation is overseeing conveniently[13].
Policy Integration: There are many cloud providers
they use their own policies and approaches. Some
of them are Amazon, Google who provides
services to end users.
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4.

5.

5.

Service Management: In this different cloud
providers such as Amazon, Google, comprise
together to provide services to meet their customers
need.
Trust Management: The trust management
approach must be developed so that trust remains
between both parties such as user and provider.
SECURITY
FEATURE
COMPUTING

IN

CLOUD

There are several main challenges for building assurance to
the user:
1.

2.

Outsourcing: Outsourcing cuts down both capital
consumption and operational use for cloud clients.
In any case, outsourcing additionally implies that
clients physically lose control of their data and
undertakings. The loss of control issue has turned
out to be one of the main drivers of cloud
uncertainty [14]. To address outsourcing security
issues, initially, the cloud supplier should be
reliable by giving trust and secure computing and
data stockpiling; second, outsourced data and
computation might be evident to clients as far as
classification, honesty, and other security
administrations. Likewise, outsourcing will
possibly bring about security violation, because of
the way that delicate data is out of the proprietor's
control[2].
Massive data and intense computation: Cloud
computing is fit for handling mass data stockpiling
and intense computing assignments. Thusly,
customary security components may not do the
trick because of terrible computation or
correspondence overhead. For instance, to check
the respectability of data that is remotely put away,
it is unreasonable to hash the whole data set. To
this end, new systems and conventions are
normal[15].

Security Issues
The security of corporate data in the cloud is
troublesome, as they give distinctive administrations
like Network as an administration (NaaS), Platform as
an administration (PaaS), Software as an administration
(SaaS), Infrastructure as an administration (IaaS). Each
administration has their particular security issues.
1. Data Security: Data Security brings up to a secrecy,
trustworthiness, and accessibility. These are the
significant issues for cloud merchants. Classification is
characterized as a protection of data. Secrecy is
intended to keep the delicate data from unapproved or
wrong individuals[16]. In this stores the encryption key
data from big business C, put away at scrambled
configuration in big business D. That data must be
secure from the workers of big business D. Uprightness
is characterized as the rightness of data, there is no
regular strategies exist for affirmed data trades.
Accessibility is characterized as data is accessible on
time.
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2. Administrative Compliance: Customers are in the
long run responsible when the security and climatic
stage of their own data is taken by a specialist coop.[17] Traditional specialist organizations more
inclined to outsource overviews and security
confirmation. Cloud computing suppliers reject to bear
the examination as flagging so these clients can just
make use of insignificant operations. 3. Data Locations:
When clients utilize, they likely won't know precisely
where their data will facilitate and which area it will put
away in. Truth be told, they won't comprehend what
nation it will be put away in. Specialist organizations
should be asked whether they will achieve to putting
away and modify data specifically discretion, and on
the premise of their clients will they make a reasonable
achievement to take after neighborhood protection
necessity[18].

1.

Continuation of service from the traditional
platform to cloud platform- In this era, every
person is shifting his business applications to the
cloud. Even though it is a good technology but it
brings some risks in front of them [20].

2.

Identity and access management- Unauthorized
access to the information on the cloud becomes a
big issue because all the confidential data is on the
internet so anybody can access or trap the network.
So it must be required updating the traditional
approach of identity mechanism in order to get the
higher level of security. Identity federation,
security assertion markup, biometric sensors are
some of the ways to secure data from unauthorized
access.

3.

Data Security- Data security is the common issue
in the cloud environment. In order to maintain the
confidentiality of data,
availability,
and
completeness some encryption techniques can also
be applied. For more security data wiping is also
necessary so that sensitive information can’t be
leaked out [21].

4.

Virtualization Security- Virtualization guarantees
the cost saving, ease of administration etc. Virtual
environment includes access control, virtual
machine monitor; virtual firewall which provides
security to the user that data is secure on the system
[22].

4. Special client access: Outside the asset data that is
prepared contains an indigenous chance, as to convey
administrations, keep away from the mortal, reliable
and human asset oversee IT shops deals with the house
programs.
5. Put stock in Issue: Trust is additionally a
noteworthy issue in cloud computing. Trust can be in
the middle of human to machine, machine to human,
human to human, machine to human. Trust is rotating
around confirmation and certainty. In cloud computing,
client stores their data on cloud stockpiling in light of
trust on a cloud. For instance, individuals utilize Gmail
server, Yahoo server since they trust on supplier[19].
6. Data Recovery: It is characterized as the way
toward reestablishing data that has been lost, degraded
or hazard.
Security Solutions
In order to overcome challenges that comes in front of cloud
security, some technical solutions relevant to cloud security
should be considered. In our paper we review four typical
aspects of technical solutions for which are given below in
table.

Cloud Portability
The ability to move from one place to another without any
change is known as portability. The word cloud portability
means to move applications and its associated data from one
cloud provider to another with less disruption and minimal
downtime[23], [24]. It also includes the transfer of data
between public and private cloud environment.

Table 1: Cloud Security Solutions
Security solutions
Continuation
Mechanism

Description
The
security
solution
of
servicemigration from non-cloud
platform tocloud platform.

IDM

Simplified
authentication
managementfor cloud environment
and end-to-end
Trustable access technology.
Data transmission, data isolation,
datawiping
Virtualization
Machine
Monitoring(VMM) security, Virtual
Machine(VM)
security,
and
virtualization
Network security.

Figure 2: Cloud Portability

Data security
virtualization
security
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Today cloud computing is recognized as universal network
access to shared and virtualized computing capability. Cloud
portability can be majorly divided into three perspectives:
1.

Implementation Perspective: This is related to
portability which considers the specification and
restriction on implementation. For E.g.:
deployment descriptors, API calls.
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2.

3.

Ecosystem Perspective: This portability considers
the environment in which specific services are
moved.
Business Perspective: This portability considers
business related constraints like pricing, compliance
etc.

The cloud portability also depending upon the software
assets that are ported and can be categorized as follows:
Data Portability: It enables the clouds data component reuse and import – export functionality of data services.

Service portability or platform portability is the ability to
add, reconfigure and remove Cloud resources on the fly,
independent on the Cloud provider.
6.

COMPARISON
TECHNIQUES

TABLE

SECURITY

Comparison of distinct techniques showing enhancement
parameters, focused area and techniques associatedwith the
analyzed research. This table can be used to conclude future
enhancement in existing techniques to improve security in
cloud computing.

Functional Portability: In this cloud services can transfer
applications.
Table 1: Comparison table for security techniques used within cloud
Solution
Focused Area
Security
Key Used
Enabled
Mechanism
Sharing
Transparency [25] Audit Facility for Audit facility
-Yes
data validation
Symmetric
Key
based Keys
Based Private key
Yes
Encryption[26]
encryption
for mechanism
file required to
be transmitted
Trust Mechanism Evidence,
Evidence
-Yes
[27]
Validation,
matching at source
certification of and
destination
attributes
are end
critically
analyzed
Meta map reduce Computational
Number of nodes -Yes
Computational
Security
as
increases,
computational
Security [28]
complexity
and
threat increases.
using Meta map
reduce
both
metrics
are
reduced
Application
Optimization of Encoding
and Public
and Yes
partitioning [29]
Cost in data partitioning
private
key
transfer
along mechanism
for based on cost
with
encoding placement of data optimization
mechanism for n hybrid cloud
model
security concerns
Channel
Security
and Performance
----Yes
Estimation
Reliability
analysis of cloud
is
done
by
Error[30]
Performance
Analysis
for determining
the
Cloud
Radio security
and
Access Networks reliability metric
With
Channel through channel
Estimation Errors estimation
Access
Control On the Security Access
Control Read/Write
Yes
Mechanism[31]
of Data Access mechanism is used Permission
Control for
to ensure sharing
Multiauthority
of resources on
Cloud
Storage the basis of access
Systems
granted to user
Order preserving Security Analysis Packet
order Private key
Yes
encryption[32]
on One-to-Many sequence is given
priority
and
Order
Preserving
encryption suggest
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FOR

Support
Portability
No
Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Security
and
protection issues
of
cloud
are
discussed[33]

Encryption
Based Cloud data
Search
Data
Security
and
Privacy
Protection Issues
in
Cloud
Computing

security
enhancement
mechanism
Survey of data
security issues is
being done

----

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Cloud computing not only provides the resources to the
users but also give a big challenge of security. There are
securities requirements for both users and cloud
providers but sometimes it may conflict in some way.
Security of the cloud depends upon trusted computing
and cryptography. In our review paper some issues
related to data location, security, storage, availability
and integrity. Establishing trust in the cloud security is
the biggest requirement. These issues mentioned above
will be the research hotspot of cloud computing. There
is no doubt that cloud computing has bright future.
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